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Purpose: To use structural magnetic resonance (MR) images to identify a pattern of regional atrophy characteristic of mild Alzheimer disease (AD) and to investigate whether presence of this pattern prospectively can aid prediction of 1-year clinical decline and increased structural loss in mild cognitive impairment (MCI).

Materials and Methods: The study was conducted with institutional review board approval and compliance with HIPAA regulations. Written informed consent was obtained from each participant. High-throughput volumetric segmentation and cortical surface reconstruction methods were applied to MR images from 84 subjects with mild AD, 175 with MCI, and 139 healthy control (HC) subjects. Stepwise linear discriminant analysis was used to identify regions that best can aid discrimination of HC subjects from subjects with AD. A classifier trained on data from HC subjects and those with AD was applied to data from subjects with MCI to determine whether presence of phenotypic AD atrophy at baseline was predictive of clinical decline and structural loss.

Results: Atrophy in mesial and lateral temporal, isthmus cingulate, and orbitofrontal areas aided discrimination of HC subjects from subjects with AD, with fully cross-validated sensitivity of 83% and specificity of 93%. Subjects with MCI who had phenotypic AD atrophy showed significantly greater 1-year clinical decline and structural loss than those who did not and were more likely to have progression to probable AD (annual progression rate of 29% for subjects with MCI who had AD atrophy vs 8% for those who did not).

Conclusion: Semiautomated, individually specific quantitative MR imaging methods can be used to identify a pattern of regional atrophy in MCI that is predictive of clinical decline. Such information may aid in prediction of patient prognosis and increase the efficiency of clinical trials.

RSNA, 2009
Mild cognitive impairment (MCI) is associated with an increased risk of progression to a diagnosis of probable Alzheimer disease (AD) (1–4). Rates of progression vary; some individuals with MCI deteriorate rapidly, others remain stable for many years, and some revert to normal cognitive status. Improved ability to predict risk of imminent decline in patients with MCI could aid in the efficiency of large-scale clinical trials and will become increasingly important for individual patient risk stratification as aggressive new treatments are developed.

Structural neuroimaging measures are sensitive to the degeneration that occurs in mild AD and MCI (5) and may be predictive of disease progression (6–16). However, most prior studies have been limited by small samples or use of data from one site. Researchers in many studies have used manual tracing methods, which are not practical for clinical use or use in large-scale clinical trials. Others have used automated approaches that are based on statistical parametric mapping, such as voxel-based morphometry, that can efficiently aid assessment of disease-related structural differences across the brain (17) but are intended for group comparisons and not individual patient assessment (18). Furthermore, these methods provide an indirect measure of structural differences between groups that does not readily translate into quantitative change of specific anatomic structures involved in the disease.

In contrast, semiautomated methods that are based on the publicly available brain MR imaging software package (Freesurfer; Athinoula A. Martinos Center for Biomedical Imaging, Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, Mass) produce complete voxel-based segmentation, as well as cortical surface reconstruction and parcellation of each individual’s brain (19–25), with high reproducibility and accuracy comparable to that of manual labeling (21,23,26,27). These methods can be applied to individual subject data and are sensitive to the structural changes that occur in normal aging (28), MCI, and AD (23,29).

Researchers in prior studies have found that atrophy of mesial temporal structures, such as the hippocampus and entorhinal cortex, is predictive of progression to AD (6,30–33), particularly when rate of loss over time is examined (11,34,35). However, mesial temporal lobe atrophy is not specific to AD (36,37). By examining atrophy in widespread cortical areas, we hoped to identify a pattern of regional atrophy that is specific to AD and is useful for predicting disease progression. We focused on determining the predictive capability of single-time magnetic resonance (MR) imaging measures, rather than change over time, because the capability to identify subjects at risk of imminent decline from a baseline MR image would be of greater practical value for use as an enrichment strategy in clinical trials than reliance on information from images repeatedly obtained over a 6-month or 1-year interval. Thus, the purpose of our study was to use structural MR images to identify a pattern of regional atrophy characteristic of mild AD and to investigate whether the presence of this pattern can help prospectively predict 1-year clinical decline and increased structural loss in MCI.

Advances in Knowledge

- Semiautomated quantitative MR imaging analytic techniques that are suitable for use in large-scale clinical trials can be used to discriminate between subjects with mild Alzheimer disease (AD) and healthy control subjects, with high sensitivity (83%) and specificity (93%).
- In patients with amnestic mild cognitive impairment (MCI), those who have a pattern of regional atrophy characteristic of AD at baseline show greater clinical decline and structural loss over a 1-year period than those who lack the pattern of atrophy characteristic of AD.

Implication for Patient Care

- Identification of a pattern of regional atrophy that is characteristic of AD in patients with amnestic MCI could be used to increase the efficiency of large-scale clinical treatment trials and has the potential to aid in prediction of prognosis for individual patients.

Materials and Methods
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Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative

Data used in this article were obtained from the home page of the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI: http://adni.loni.usc.edu). The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public–private partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, M.D. The initial goal of ADNI has been to test whether serial magnetic resonance imaging, positron emission tomography, other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychological assessment can be combined to measure the progression of mild cognitive impairment to dementia. For up-to-date information, visit www.adni-info.org.

The ADNI study consists of two components, a 2-year longitudinal study and a 2-year follow-up study. Thirty sites are enrolled in both study components. The ADNI participants were recruited through five different clinical centers in the United States. The data collected under the ADNI include test scores, PET and MRI images, and other clinical assessments. The primary outcome measure is rate of atrophic change on serial MRI images. The main hypothesis of the study is that there is an increase in the longitudinal rate of atrophic change in ADNI participants who progressed to MCI and then to AD compared with those who remained cognitively stable.

The ADNI has established a database of baseline and serial MRI images of approximately 1,000 participants. The participants were randomly assigned to one of three groups: MCI due to AD, mild AD, and normal controls (McEvoy et al; see reference 1). Also, this clinical trial was supported by the National Institute on Aging, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, and the National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (grant nos. U01 AG024904, K01 AG029218-01A1), and the National Institutes of Health (grant no. U01 AG024904).

See Materials and Methods for pertinent disclosures.
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI) database at the LONI Web site (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI) published in 2007 (38). The ADNI was launched in 2003 by the National Institute on Aging, the National Institute of Biomedical Imaging and Bioengineering, the Food and Drug Administration, private pharmaceutical companies, and nonprofit organizations as a $60-million 5-year public-private partnership. The primary goal of the ADNI has been to test whether serial MR imaging, positron emission tomography, other biological markers, and clinical and neuropsychologic assessment can be combined to measure the progression of MCI and early AD. Determination of sensitive and specific markers of very early AD progression is intended to aid researchers and clinicians to develop new treatments and monitor their effectiveness, as well as lessen the time and cost of clinical trials.

The principal investigator of this initiative is Michael W. Weiner, MD, VA Medical Center and University of California, San Francisco, San Francisco, Calif. The ADNI is the result of efforts of many coinvestigators from a broad range of academic institutions and private corporations, and subjects have been recruited from more than 50 sites across the United States and Canada. The ADNI has recruited 229 cognitively healthy older individuals to be followed up for 3 years, 398 people with amnestic MCI to be followed up for 3 years, and 192 people with early AD to be followed up for 2 years. Up-to-date information is available from the home page of the ADNI-Info Web site at http://www.adni-info.org for 2009.

The prospective research protocol was approved by each local institutional review board, and written informed consent was obtained from each participant. The study is conducted in compliance with Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act regulations.

Participants
The ADNI general eligibility criteria are described in the ADNI Protocol Summary page of the ADNI-Info Web site at http://www.adni-info.org/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=9&Itemid=43 for 2009. Briefly, subjects are 55–90 years old, are not depressed, have a modified Hachinski score of 4 or less, and have a study partner able to provide an independent evaluation of functioning. Healthy control (HC) subjects have a Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) (39) of 0. Subjects with MCI have a subjective memory complaint, objective memory loss measured by using education-adjusted scores on the Logical Memory II (Delayed Recall) subscale of the Wechsler Memory Scale, a CDR of 0.5, preserved activities of daily living, and an absence of dementia. Subjects with AD have a CDR of 0.5 or 1.0 and meet National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke and Alzheimer’s Disease and Related Disorders Association criteria for probable AD (40). Full details are available from the ADNI Protocol page of the ADNI-Info Web site at http://www.adni-info.org/images/stories/Documentation/adni_protocol_9_19_08.pdf published on September 19, 2008.

Raw baseline MR imaging data were downloaded as they became available, up until March 7, 2007, from the LONI Image Data Archive, ADNI Data database, published by LONI (Los Angeles, Calif) in 2007. In this study, we used baseline data collected prior to March 7, 2007, and included data from 139 HC subjects, 175 subjects with MCI, and 84 subjects with AD. Group clinical and demographic data are presented in Table 1. Clinical follow-up data were available on 160 subjects with MCI.

Procedures
Image acquisition and analytic methods were developed within the Morphometry Biomedical Informatics Research Network sponsored by the National Institutes of Health and the National Center for Research Resources and the ADNI (41–44). Data were collected from studies with a variety of 1.5-T MR imaging units. Much effort was expended in the ADNI develop-

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Demographics</th>
<th>HC Subjects (n = 139)</th>
<th>Subjects with MCI (n = 175)</th>
<th>Subjects with Mild AD (n = 84)</th>
<th>Statistical Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male*</td>
<td>77 (55)</td>
<td>123 (70)</td>
<td>51 (61)</td>
<td>(\chi^2 = 7.63, df = 2, P = .022)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female*</td>
<td>62 (45)</td>
<td>52 (30)</td>
<td>33 (39)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)†</td>
<td>75.7 ± 5.01 (62–90)</td>
<td>74.7 ± 7.39 (55–89)</td>
<td>76.0 ± 7.61 (57–88)</td>
<td>(F = 0.82, df = 2, 395; P = .442)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male‡</td>
<td>75.5 ± 5.30 (63–88)</td>
<td>75.1 ± 7.17 (55–89)</td>
<td>75.6 ± 7.34 (57–88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female‡</td>
<td>75.9 ± 4.66 (62–90)</td>
<td>73.8 ± 7.91 (55–86)</td>
<td>73.5 ± 7.81 (57–88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (y)†</td>
<td>16.0 ± 3.01 (6–20)</td>
<td>16.0 ± 2.76 (8–20)</td>
<td>14.8 ± 3.05 (4–20)</td>
<td>(F = 5.70, df = 2, 395; P = .004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE score‡</td>
<td>29.1 ± 1.01 (25–30)</td>
<td>27.1 ± 1.75 (23–30)</td>
<td>23.5 ± 2.10 (18–27)</td>
<td>(F = 303.47; df = 2, 392; P &lt; .001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR Sum of Boxes score‡</td>
<td>0.03 ± 0.12 (0–1)</td>
<td>1.47 ± 0.87 (1–5)</td>
<td>4.27 ± 1.60 (2–9)</td>
<td>(F = 517.28; df = 2, 392; P &lt; .001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOE risk‡</td>
<td>34 (24)</td>
<td>97 (55)</td>
<td>59 (70)</td>
<td>(\chi^2 = 51.38, df = 2, P &lt; .001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—APOE = apolipoprotein E gene, MMSE = Mini-Mental State Examination.

* Data are numbers of subjects, and numbers in parentheses are percentages unless otherwise specified. Percentages were rounded.

† Data are the mean ± standard deviation, and numbers in parentheses are ranges unless otherwise specified.

‡ APOE risk was defined as the presence of the APOE e4 allele. Data are numbers of subjects, and numbers in parentheses are percentages unless otherwise specified.
ment phase to optimize the MR imaging protocols for the relevant manufacturer platforms to maximize the scientific utility of the data and to ensure use of equivalent pulse sequences (44). Protocols are described in detail on the ADNI Research Cores page of the LONI Web site at http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI/Research/Cores/index.shtml published in 2007. An example of a protocol for a 1.5-T MR system (Magnetom Sonata Syngo; Siemens Medical Solutions, Malvern, Pa), running version MR 2004A software, is the sagittal inversion-prepared three-dimensional T1-weighted gradient-echo sequence (magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient echo or equivalent), with the following parameters: repetition time msec/echo time msec/inversion time msec, 2400/3.5/1000; flip angle, 8°; bandwidth, 180 Hz/pixel; field of view, 240 mm; matrix, 192 × 192; number of sections, 60; and section thickness, 1.2 mm. Two such images were collected per subject per visit. These raw Digital Imaging and Communications in Medicine MR images were downloaded from the ADNI Data page of the public ADNI site at the LONI Web site (http://www.loni.ucla.edu/ADNI/Data/index.shtml) published in 2007.

Locally, images were automatically corrected for spatial distortion caused by gradient nonlinearity (42) and B\textsubscript{1} field inhomogeneity (43). The two T1-weighted images from each subject were rigid-body aligned to each other and then averaged to improve signal-to-noise ratio and resampled to isotropic 1-mm voxels. Volumetric segmentation (23,24) and cortical surface reconstruction (19,20,22,25) methods that were based on the brain MR imaging software package mentioned before, optimized for use on large multisite data sets, were used. The automated whole-brain segmentation procedure (23,24) uses a probabilistic atlas and applies a Bayesian classification rule to assign a neuroanatomic label to each voxel. The atlas consists of a manually derived training set created by the Center for Morphometric Analysis (Massachusetts General Hospital, Harvard Medical School, Boston, Mass) from 40 non-ADNI subjects across the adult age range, including individuals with AD. Volumes for the hippocampus, amygdala, and ventricles were included in the present analysis. To control for individual differences in head size for volumetric measures, estimated total cranial vault volume was derived from the atlas scaling factor (46) on the basis of the transformation of the full brain mask into atlas space, as implemented in the software package. Automated volumetric segmentation required only qualitative review to ensure that there was no technical failure of the application. Failure occurred for 15 images (two for HC subjects, eight for subjects with MCI, and five for subjects with AD) because of extreme white matter disease or atrophy (eg, one case with extensive left temporal lobe loss such that the temporal horn of the lateral ventricle submerged a large extent of the anterior temporal lobe). These subjects were excluded from analysis.

The cortical surface was reconstructed to measure thickness at each surface location, or vertex (19,20,22), to allow visualization of group differences at each vertex (21). The surface was parcellated into distinct regions of interest (ROIs) (25,27) (Fig 1). The cortical surface model was manually reviewed and edited for accuracy. Minimal editing was performed according to standard, objective rules, including correction of errors in removal of nonbrain areas and inclusion of white matter areas of hypointensity adjacent to the cortical ribbon. Qualitative review and editing was performed, with blinding to the diagnostic status, by one of three

---

**Figure 1:** Pial representations of ROIs included as candidate input variables in the classifier. ROIs from both hemispheres were included; only left-hemisphere ROIs are shown here for convenience. Only labeled ROIs were included as candidate input variables in the classifier. In addition to ROIs visible on image, thickness of bank of superior temporal sulcus and volumes of hippocampus, amygdala, and lateral and inferior lateral ventricles were also included as candidate input variables. ROIs in yellow were selected as features in model. *=ROI in right hemisphere was included in model, C = cingulate, F = frontal gyrus, Occ = occipital gyrus, P = parietal gyrus, T = temporal gyrus.
Radiologists (including C.J.P.) trained and supervised by an expert neuroradiologist with more than 10 years of experience (C.F.). The technicians had a minimum of 4 months of experience reviewing brain MR images prior to their involvement in this project.

Qualitative review and editing required approximately 45 minutes per subject, with approximately 24 hours of computational time for image construction by using a dual quad-core central processing unit (Xeon E5420; Intel, Santa Clara, Calif) that had a processing speed of 2.50 GHz and 16 GB RAM. Use of several central processing units allowed the processing of images from multiple subjects to occur in parallel fashion.

Volumetric data were corrected for differences in head size by regressing the estimated total cranial vault volume (46). Effects of age and sex were regressed from all thickness and volumetric measures.

Statistical Analysis

Differences in age and educational level across the HC, MCI, and AD groups and between the MCI subgroups were assessed with analysis of variance; differences in the MMSE score (47), CDR Sum of Boxes score, and the Logical Memory I (Immediate Recall) and II (Delayed Recall) subscales of the Wechsler Memory Scale scores (for MCI subgroups) were assessed with analysis of covariance, controlling for the effects of age, sex, and educational level. Differences in sex distribution and genetic status were assessed with chi-squared tests of association, as were differences in the number of patients who had progression to a diagnosis of AD in the two MCI subgroups. In all analyses, a difference with a two-sided probability of \( P < .05 \) was considered significant.

To identify the pattern of regional atrophy that can be used to best discriminate AD subjects from HC subjects, stepwise linear discriminant analysis (LDA) employing the Wilks lambda method in a statistical software package (SPSS; SPSS, Chicago, Ill) was used. Candidate input variables comprised morphometric measures from 58 ROIs, including lateral ventricles, mesial temporal structures, and cortical association areas (Fig 1). Leave-one-out cross-validation minimized the inflation in sensitivity and specificity associated with use of the entire data set to train the classifier. With the statistical software package, feature selection occurs on the entire sample, not just the training sample, producing an optimistic bias in the estimation of classification performance (48). This bias was assessed by determining the classification accuracy achievable when feature selection and weighting were performed with the leave-one-out training samples only. To assess the overall discriminatory power of each classifier, receiver operating characteristic curves were computed for each classifier, and the area under the curve was calculated. Statistical comparison of the areas under the curve of the partially and fully cross-validated classifiers was performed by using the method of Hanley and McNeil (49). The Cohen d effect size was calculated as the mean difference between LDA scores in HC subjects and subjects with AD, divided by the pooled standard deviation.

A classifier was trained on the data from all HC subjects and subjects with AD and then was applied to data from subjects with MCI. This produced a discriminant score, the atrophy score, for each individual with MCI, reflecting the degree to which the individual’s MR image findings resembled the pattern of subjects with AD or the pattern of HC subjects. Classifier scores were generated with the assumption of equal prior group probabilities. The cutoff value for group categorization was chosen to minimize the error rate in classification of subjects with AD and HC subjects. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, with Lilliefors significance correction, was used to assess normality of the distribution of the atrophy scores for subjects with MCI. To assess differences in MMSE score over time in the resulting MCI subgroups, analyses of covariance were used, with age, sex, and educational level as covariates, MCI subgroup as a between-subject factor, and test interval (baseline and 6 and 12 months) as a within-subject factor, with Greenhouse-Geisser adjustment for violations of the assumption of sphericity. To assess significance of atrophy, relative to HC subjects, in the regions used to calculate the atrophy score, multivariate analysis of variance, followed by univariate analysis of variance with Bonferroni adjustments for multiple comparisons, was performed.

In a prospective manner, we examined whether the structural pattern measured at baseline in subjects with MCI was predictive of clinical decline by using stepwise linear regression, with 1-year change in MMSE score as the dependent variable and the following candidate predictor variables: atrophy score; genetic risk on the basis of the presence of the APOE ε4 allele; age; sex; educational level; and baseline scores on the clinical and neuropsychologic tests used for diagnosis in the ADNI, including the MMSE, CDR Sum of Boxes, and Logical Memory I (Immediate Recall) and II (Delayed Recall) scales of the Wechsler Memory Scale.

Because investigators in prior studies have found that measures of baseline atrophy in single structures, such as the hippocampus or entorhinal cortex (6,30–33), are predictive of clinical decline, Pearson correlations were calculated for 1-year change between MMSE score and the volumes of the left and right hippocampus, between the MMSE score and the thickness of the left and right entorhinal cortex, and between MMSE and the atrophy score.

Finally, to determine whether atrophy at baseline was associated with an increased rate of structural loss, repeated-measures analysis of covariance, while controlling for the effects of sex and age, was performed, with the MCI subgroup as a between-subject factor and the test interval (6 and 12 months) as a within-subject factor.

Results

The cross-validated results achieved with the statistical software package for LDA showed highly significant group discrimination between HC subjects...
and those with AD (Table 2). When feature selection and weighting were restricted to the training sample, a lower sensitivity estimate and a significantly smaller area under the curve (P < .001) were obtained, although group separation was still excellent (Table 2, Fig 2), with a Cohen d effect size of 1.97. The receiver operating characteristic curve for this fully cross-validated model is shown in Figure 3.

A separate LDA, trained on data from all HC subjects and subjects with AD, was performed to classify the subjects with MCI who had the HC or AD imaging phenotype. The discriminant score from this model, the atrophy score, was computed from the following features and their weights: left hippocampal volume, r = 0.709; thickness of right entorhinal, r = 0.597; right middle temporal gyrus, r = 0.506; left bank of the superior temporal sulcus, r = 0.433; right isthmus cingulate, r = 0.395; right superior temporal gyrus, r = 0.328; left medial orbital frontal gyrus, r = 0.269; and right lateral orbital frontal gyrus, r = 0.250 (Fig 1), where the correlation is that of each measure with the standardized canonical discriminant function. Distribution of the atrophy score for the participants with MCI is shown in Figure 4. Participants with MCI who had the AD phenotype had a pattern of regional atrophy nearly identical to that of the AD group, even in regions that did not contribute to the atrophy score. Subjects with MCI who had the HC phenotype displayed little atrophy (Fig 5). Relative to HC subjects, subjects with MCI who had the AD phenotype had significant atrophy in all eight areas used to calculate the atrophy score (Bonferroni-adjusted P values of .001 or less for all comparisons), whereas subjects with MCI who had the HC phenotype had significant atrophy in the hippocampus (P = .008) and middle temporal gyrus (P = .047) only. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the two MCI subgroups are shown in Table 3. Relative to individuals with the HC phenotype, those with the AD phenotype had higher CDR Sum of Boxes and lower verbal memory scores.

For the 160 participants with MCI for whom clinical follow-up data were available, those with the AD phenotype showed significant 1-year decline in MMSE score, whereas those with the HC phenotype remained stable (testing interval according to predicted group interaction; F = 8.67; df = 2, 310; P < .001) (Fig 6). Atrophy score was the primary predictor for this decline (R = 0.39; F = 28.36; df = 1, 158; P < .001). However, prediction improved with ad-
dition of APOE status \( (R = 0.442; F = 19.10; df = 2, 157; P < .001) \), MMSE results \( (R = 0.467; F = 14.51; df = 4, 156; P < .001) \), and Logical Memory II (Delayed Recall) subscale of the Wechsler Memory Scale scores \( (R = 0.498; F = 12.77; df = 4, 155; P < .001) \).

The atrophy score showed a higher correlation with 1-year clinical decline in subjects with MCI \( (r = 0.39, P < .001) \) than did left \( (r = 0.29, P < .001) \) or right \( (r = 0.33, P < .001) \) hippocampal volumes alone or thickness of left \( (r = 0.16, P < .05) \) or right \( (r = 0.22, P < .01) \) entorhinal cortices alone.

Of the 128 HC subjects with 1-year follow-up diagnostic data, two had progression to a diagnosis of MCI but none had progression to a diagnosis of probable AD. Of the 160 subjects with MCI in whom follow-up data were available, four reverted to normal cognitive status (three of whom had the HC imaging phenotype) and 33 had progression to probable AD. Those who had progression were significantly more likely to have the AD phenotype \( (n = 26) \) than the HC phenotype \( (n = 7) \) \( (\chi^2 = 12.67, df = 1, P < .001) \). The conversion rate among subjects with MCI who had AD atrophy was 29% (26 of 89) versus 8% (seven of 86) for the subjects with MCI who had the HC phenotype.

For the 129 participants with MCI in whom follow-up processed MR imaging data were available, those with AD atrophy showed significantly greater structural loss over time than those without \( (F = 12.0; df = 1, 125; P = .001) \), particularly in mesial and lateral middle temporal areas \( (F = 5.62; df = 7, 875; P < .001) \) (Fig 7).

**Discussion**

Our study was designed to determine whether individually specific quantitative structural neuroimaging measures could be used to detect mild AD and to predict decline in individuals with MCI. We found that a pattern of regional atrophy could be identified that could be used to discriminate individuals with mild AD from HC subjects, with high sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity was on par with clinical diagnostic accuracy: Accuracy of AD that is based on histopathologic verification ranges from 85% to 90% (50–52). Although investigators in some prior studies have reported classification accuracy values ranging from 90% to 100% on the basis of MR imaging measures, they used smaller sample sizes (16,31,53–55), included AD groups with more severe impairment (53–55), or did not report fully cross-validated results (16,31,53,54). Failure to cross-validate results produces an optimis-
of subjects with AD from HC subjects in that study was spatially complex, involving temporal, frontal, and posterior cingulate regions. As observed here, expression of the AD atrophy pattern at baseline was predictive of 1-year MMSE score decline in subjects with MCI (16). We further show, however, that expression of the AD pattern at baseline also was associated with a higher risk of progression to a diagnosis of probable AD and with a greater rate of progressive structural atrophy over a 1-year period.

The pattern that best aided in the discrimination of HC subjects from subjects with AD and that was predictive of decline in subjects with MCI involved atrophy, relative to HC subjects, in mesial temporal, lateral temporal, isthmus cingulate, and orbitofrontal regions. Mesial temporal structures have long been known to be implicated early in AD, and atrophy in these structures has been found to be predictive of disease progression (6,13,31,33,35). Lateral temporal areas, particularly middle and inferior temporal gyri, have been implicated in the progression of AD (8,15,58,59).

Atrophy of the superior temporal gyrus, however, has typically been observed only after a diagnosis of probable AD (58,59). We observed significant atrophy in this area in the subgroup of individuals with MCI who have AD atrophy, as did Fan et al (16), suggesting that atrophy of the superior temporal gyrus can occur prior to a diagnosis of probable AD and is associated with a higher risk of imminent clinical decline.

We also observed atrophy in the isthmus cingulate (the caudal portion of the posterior cingulate) and orbitofrontal areas in subjects with MCI who have phenotypic AD atrophy. Posterior cingulate and frontal atrophy have been inconsistently observed in MCI and mild AD in both cross-sectional and longitudinal studies (10,14–16,58–62). Methodological differences likely contribute to these discrepant findings. Nevertheless, the growing body of evidence suggests that there is substantial widespread cortical atrophy in preclinical stages of AD and that involvement of areas outside the mesial temporal lobe, including lateral temporal, posterior cingulate, and frontal areas, may be predictive of a more rapid course of disease progression.

Subjects with MCI who had AD atrophy had greater functional and memory impairment at baseline than those who did not. Nevertheless, the atrophy score was the primary predictor of clinical decline, with additional contribu-

Table 3

Demographics and Clinical and Neuropsychologic Characterization of Participants with MCI and HC or AD Imaging Phenotype

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>HC Pattern (n = 86)</th>
<th>AD Pattern (n = 89)</th>
<th>Statistical Comparison</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (y)*</td>
<td>74.50 ± 7.68</td>
<td>74.9 ± 7.14</td>
<td>F = 0.10; df = 1, 173; P = .75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male†</td>
<td>67 (78)</td>
<td>76 (63)</td>
<td>χ² = 4.70; df = 1, P = .03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female‡</td>
<td>19 (22)</td>
<td>33 (37)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (y)*</td>
<td>15.8 ± 2.94</td>
<td>16.2 ± 2.58</td>
<td>F = 0.82; df = 1, 173; P = .37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MMSE score§</td>
<td>27.3 ± 1.78 (24–30)</td>
<td>26.8 ± 1.68 (23–30)</td>
<td>F = 5.2; df = 1, 170; P = .024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDR Sum of Boxes score§</td>
<td>1.34 ± 0.74 (0.5–3.5)</td>
<td>1.61 ± 0.96 (0.5–4.5)</td>
<td>F = 5.01; df = 1, 170; P = .026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APOE risk¶</td>
<td>44 (51)</td>
<td>53 (60)</td>
<td>χ² = 1.25; df = 1, P = .264</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical Memory</td>
<td>8.00 ± 3.03</td>
<td>6.03 ± 2.73</td>
<td>F = 26.53; df = 1, 170; P &lt; .001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logical MemoryII</td>
<td>4.721 ± 2.42</td>
<td>2.67 ± 2.64</td>
<td>F = 32.66; df = 1, 170; P &lt; .001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Data are the mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise specified.
† Data are numbers of participants, and numbers in parentheses are percentages unless otherwise specified. Percentages were rounded.
‡ Data are the mean ± standard deviation, and numbers in parentheses are ranges unless otherwise specified.
§ APOE risk was defined as the presence of the APOE ε4 allele.
¶ This test is the subscale for Immediate Recall of the Wechsler Memory Scale. Data are the mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise specified.
** This test is the subscale for Delayed Recall of the Wechsler Memory Scale. Data are the mean ± standard deviation unless otherwise specified.

Figure 6: Graph shows MMSE score at baseline and at 6-month and 12-month follow-up as function of neuroimaging phenotype in participants with MCI. 1-year clinical follow-up data were available for 160 participants with MCI. MCI group with AD phenotype (MCI_AD) (n = 72) had significant decline over time; MCI group with HC phenotype (MCI_HC) (n = 88) did not.
tion to predictive value provided by the APOE status, baseline MMSE results, and Logical Memory II (Delayed Recall) subscale of the Wechsler Memory Scale scores. This datum contrasts with the datum in a recent report that indicated that whole-brain, ventricular, entorhinal, and hippocampal volumes did not provide additional predictive information about clinical decline beyond that attainable with clinical measures (63) and shows the value of examining individually specific brain regions beyond the mesial temporal lobe. Future analysis by using the full neuropsychologic battery in the complete ADNI cohort will more formally address the comparative value of clinical versus morphometric measures in the prediction of disease progression.

Expression of the AD pattern at baseline in MCI was associated with progressive structural loss, as well as with clinical decline. This increased rate of atrophy was observed primarily in mesial and lateral temporal areas and is consistent with prior findings of accelerated atrophy rates in these areas in MCI (10, 11, 15, 34, 35, 58, 59, 64, 65). These findings suggest that measures of structural change in mesial and lateral temporal areas may be promising biomarkers for the assessment of the capability of a treatment to halt the progressive structural loss that accompanies clinical decline in MCI.

Limitations of this study include the following: (a) This study lacked histopathologic verification of AD and HC status. (b) There was an atypical bias, a bias that is characteristic of the larger ADNI cohort, toward male subjects in the MCI group; this bias was unlikely to have negatively affected the results because the classifier used to derive the atrophy score was trained on data in HC subjects and subjects with AD, and these groups did not show strong sex bias. (c) The ADNI is ongoing, and current follow-up data are limited and preliminary. (d) The time frame of follow-up in the current study (1 year) is too short to obtain a sufficient number of subjects with a status progressing to a diagnosis of probable AD to assess the sensitivity and specificity of predicting progression on the basis of the atrophy score. (e) Intrarater and interrater reliability of the cortical editing procedures have not yet been formally assessed. Because editing included correction of instances in which the gray matter–white matter boundary invaded white matter to include white matter areas of hypointensity in the cortical ribbon, the thickness measures in cases of white matter disease may be less reliable, although subjects with extreme white matter disease were excluded from analysis.

In conclusion, quantitative structural MR imaging measures can be used to identify a pattern of regional atrophy at baseline in subjects with MCI that is predictive of progressive structural loss, as well as with clinical decline. This increased rate of atrophy was observed primarily in mesial and lateral temporal areas and is consistent with prior findings of accelerated atrophy rates in these areas in MCI (10, 11, 15, 34, 35, 58, 59, 64, 65). These findings suggest that measures of structural change in mesial and lateral temporal areas may be promising biomarkers for the assessment of the capability of a treatment to halt the progressive structural loss that accompanies clinical decline in MCI.

Limitations of this study include the following: (a) This study lacked histopathologic verification of AD and HC status. (b) There was an atypical bias, a bias that is characteristic of the larger ADNI cohort, toward male subjects in the MCI group; this bias was unlikely to have negatively affected the results because the classifier used to derive the atrophy score was trained on data in HC subjects and subjects with AD, and these groups did not show strong sex bias. (c) The ADNI is ongoing, and current follow-up data are limited and preliminary. (d) The time frame of follow-up in the current study (1 year) is too short to obtain a sufficient number of subjects with a status progressing to a diagnosis of probable AD to assess the sensitivity and specificity of predicting progression on the basis of the atrophy score. (e) Intrarater and interrater reliability of the cortical editing procedures have not yet been formally assessed. Because editing included correction of instances in which the gray matter–white matter boundary invaded white matter to include white matter areas of hypointensity in the cortical ribbon, the thickness measures in cases of white matter disease may be less reliable, although subjects with extreme white matter disease were excluded from analysis.

In conclusion, quantitative structural MR imaging measures can be used to identify a pattern of regional atrophy at baseline in subjects with MCI that is predictive of a 1-year clinical decline. Such an improvement in predictive diagnostic information could be valuable for individual patient treatment, particularly when aggressive new treatments that may prevent or delay AD become available. Currently, such information could provide an important enrichment strategy for the design of large-scale clinical trials, enabling them to identify a more homogeneous cohort of individuals with MCI who are at
high risk of imminent decline, allowing for smaller sample sizes and shorter trial durations.
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